As every year, the CrazyFly crew has been kept busy with various aspects of improving our products and services. With our focus on high quality, latest technologies and customer needs, we have been able to blend innovation and ease of use into our 2013 range of products.

We have completely re-designed the Sculp kite. With its new shape, based on the previous version, the 2013 Sculp is an extremely versatile all-round kite. Higher aspect ratio provides more power, better hang time and increased lift. Feeding our urge for highest quality, we have taken advantage of Dacron from Germany, Ripstop from Japan and re-designed the shape of the struts. The new construction and improved aerodynamics significantly enhance the performance of the 2013 Sculp.

Another major step forward was made on the 2013 Sick bar where the R&D team and riders had a feast. Numerous improvements on the new Sick bar have resulted in an extremely safe, durable and easy to use bar. We are extremely proud to be the only brand with in-house European bar production in the world.

On top of refining our products, we have started a number of exciting projects, adding a completely new dimension to the CrazyFly brand. My personal favorite is the Kiteboarding for Children charity project. From every sale of a CF product, we will donate money to a charity organization Savio, who provide education and help for African children in need.

Enjoy reading and good winds to you all.
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ONE WORLD.
ONE KITE.
SCULP 2013
ONE WORLD. ONE KITE.

ALL YOU NEED IS SCULP
ONE WORLD. ONE KITE.

FLAT DELTA SHAPE

3 STRUTS DESIGN

SICK CLICK SAFETY SYSTEM

ALLROUND KITE

STABLE FLYING

EASY CONTROL

EASY RELAUNCH
The Sculp is our high performance kite which is suitable for pretty much every rider. Completely re-worked and improved for 2013 it performs exceptionally well as an all-round freeride and freestyle kite. The new shape of this kite - with increased aspect ratio - provides more power, better hang time and increased lift. Through using the highest quality Dacron from Germany, Ripstop from Japan and from re-designing the shape of the struts, we were able to reduce the weight of the kite and significantly improve its performance. The new strut design also makes the kite fly faster and provides more pop, and the improved bridle line system and bar improvements result in quicker reactions and a more direct feel for the rider. The new bridle line system, including swim proof pulleys, is more durable and ensures even distribution of power throughout the kite. Put simply: the 2013 Sculp is better, faster and stronger.

On the water and the Sculp has instant turning response, reacts to bar input immediately and it feels like there is no distance between the rider and the kite. Due to its profile and the lightweight benefits of the 3-strut construction, the Sculp is able to cut through the air and generate loads of power, and with such quick responses and speed, powered kite loops or huge hangs in the air become ever more straightforward. The Sculp is a perfect tool for progressing from simple jumps to unhooked freestyle tricks, and the simple relaunch will make the learning process much smoother as the Sculp pops back up almost automatically and you're good to go again.

As with all CrazyFly products, the Sculp demonstrates the highest standards of quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great value, high quality and performance at a fantastic price.

The Sculp comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit. Sculp is a great all-round kite. Super smooth for freeride and playful for freestyle sessions. Add the direct feel and ease of use and you get a kite everyone would enjoy.

KI HWAN KWON:
Sculp is a great all-round kite. Super smooth for freeride and playful for freestyle sessions. Add the direct feel and ease of use and you get a kite everyone would enjoy.
SCULP

The Sculp is our high performance kite which is suitable for pretty much every rider. Completely re-worked and improved for 2013 it performs exceptionally well as an all-round freeride and freestyle kite. The new shape of this kite - with increased aspect ratio - provides more power, better hang time and increased lift. Through using the highest quality Dacron from Germany, Ripstop from Japan and from re-designing the shape of the struts, we were able to reduce the weight of the kite and significantly improve its performance. The new strut design also makes the kite fly faster and provides more pop, and the improved bridle line system and bar improvements result in quicker reactions and a more direct feel for the rider. The new bridle line system, including swim proof pulleys, is more durable and ensures even distribution of power throughout the kite.

Put simply: the 2013 Sculp is better, faster and stronger.

On the water and the Sculp has instant turning response, reacts to bar input immediately and it feels like there is no distance between the rider and the kite.

Due to its profile and the lightweight benefits of the 3-strut construction, the Sculp is able to cut through the air and generate loads of power, and with such quick responses and speed, powered kite loops or huge hangs in the air become ever more straightforward. The Sculp is a perfect tool for progressing from simple jumps to unhooked freestyle tricks, and the simple relaunch will make the learning process much smoother as the Sculp pops back up almost automatically and you’re good to go again.

As with all CrazyFly products, the Sculp demonstrates the highest standards of quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great value, high quality and performance at a fantastic price.

The Sculp comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.
The Slash is a unique kite which offers overall ease of use while still providing very high performance. With huge on-the-bar depower, every rider will feel comfortable on this kite. The Slash is a 5 line, 5-strut kite with that classic C-kite feeling and is equipped with CrazyFly's one pump system.

The Slash isn't a pure old fashioned C kite though. Even though there is a vast power potential that comes with Slash, it's up to the rider to decide how much power will be unleashed, and the kite is perfectly under control at all times. The Slash has super easy relaunch, and the 5th line isn't necessary for relaunch - just pull on one of the front lines and the Slash will pop back up almost automatically. With a 5-line system and no bridle, the Slash has instant control and extremely quick reactions. It offers huge pop, steady pull and massive kiteloops – perfect for pros and aspiring intermediates alike.

There are two basic set ups: freestyle and wakestyle. The freestyle set up allows higher depower, but cuts a little power at the high end. The wakestyle set up allows the Slash to have more high-end, but with less depower. You choose and you have control.

As with all CrazyFly products, the Sculp demonstrates the highest standards of quality both in materials and manufacture. It's the perfect combination of great value, high quality and performance.

The Slash comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.

Slash delivers loads of power and is great for kiteloops. The power is in your hands – with Slash and its huge depower, you are always in control.

**TOMMY GAUNT:**

Slash delivers loads of power and is great for kiteloops. The power is in your hands – with Slash and its huge depower, you are always in control.
TOTAL POWER

C-SHAPE FEELING. FREERIDE/FREESTYLE.

5m / 7m / 9m / 11m / 13m
GREEN / BLACK

SLASH

The Slash is a unique kite which offers overall ease of use while still providing very high performance. With huge on-the-bar depower, every rider will feel comfortable on this kite. The Slash is a 5 line, 5-strut kite with that classic C-kite feeling and is equipped with Crazy Fly’s one pump system.

The Slash isn’t a pure old fashioned C kite though. Even though there is a vast power potential that comes with Slash, it’s up to the rider to decide how much power will be unleashed, and the kite is perfectly under control at all times. The Slash has super easy relaunch, and the 5th line isn’t necessary for relaunch - just pull on one of the front lines and the Slash will pop back up almost automatically. With a 5-line system and no bridle, the Slash has instant control and extremely quick reactions. It offers huge pop, steady pull and massive kiteloops - perfect for pros and aspiring intermediates alike.

There are two basic set ups: freestyle and wakestyle. The freestyle set up allows higher depower, but cuts a little power at the high end. The wakestyle set up allows the Slash to have more high-end, but with less depower. You choose and you have control.

As with all CrazyFly products, the Sculp demonstrates the highest standards of quality both in materials and manufacture. It’s the perfect combination of great value, high quality and performance.

The Slash comes complete with bar, kite bag, pump, safety leash and repair kit.
ONE WORLD.
ONE BAR.

SIMPLE AND CLEAN.
45cm / 50cm / 55cm

SICK BAR 2013

The Sick bar has been re-engineered to get closer to perfection. The quick release safety system reinforced by metal plates inside makes it 100% reliable and bullet proof. The central hole, as well as the angle at which the depower line comes through, have been changed to provide low friction and long durability of the depower line. Brand new bar ends, made from hi-tech engineered elastomer are super flexi, soft and safe. With the new bar ends, it is impossible for the back line to get caught and cause never ending kite loops. Clam cleat has been designed, to ensure perfect tension keeping of the depower line in strong gusty winds and to provide comfortable depower of the kite. From the rider’s point of view, the Sick bar is ultra-light, very easy to use, and extremely safe.

The bar itself is still made in Slovakia from hi-tech full carbon fiber, making it ultra-light and extremely strong. Sick bar is topped with high quality, long lasting and almost zero elongation flying lines made in Germany.
SICK CLICK!

SICK CLICK SAFETY SYSTEM ASSEMBLING
• Easy and quick to assemble
• Comes handy in deep water or troubles in waves

PUSH AWAY SAFETY SYSTEM
• Easy and quick to trigger
• 100% collapse of the kite

METAL PLATES INSIDE
• 100% reliable and bullet proof
• No wear and tear

AUTO POSITION CHICKEN LOOP
• Always in the right position
• No problems to quickly hook back in

PRE-STRETCHED TOP QUALITY LINES
• Low elongation
• Pre-stretched flying lines with heavy load

DUPONT® PERFORMANCE POLYMERS
• High end engineered plastics
• Superior toughness and stiffness
• High impact resistance

FULL CARBON
MONOCOQUE ONE PIECE BAR
• High modulus aerospace carbon fibers
• Extreme strength and durability
• Ultra light weight

ULTRA LIGHT WEIGHT
• Full carbon tube on the sides for light weight
• Solid center for extra strength
• The bar itself weighs 230g only
  (carbon bar, diamond grip and bar ends)

NEW ELASTIC BAR ENDS
• Made from hi-tech engineered elastomer are super flexi
• Soft and safe

PROUDLY MADE IN EUROPE
• The first and only bar made 100% in Europe
• All materials and components are made in Europe
KITE TECHNOLOGY

Easy way of inflating the kite quickly with the same pressure throughout the kite.

Most technologically advanced ripstop material for the canopy of the kite. This high density polyester yarn provides for ultra light weight, high tearing strength and long durability. For long durability, Teijin Technoforce™ is coated with UV protection on both sides.

The Safety system has been improved even further, and the push-away release works in any condition, no matter if wet, sandy, dirty or snowy.

Leading edge, struts and trailing edge are reinforced with heavy duty Dacron material for maximum durability and higher abrasion resistance.

Originally designed by CrazyFly for top performance user friendly kites with high performance, automatic relaunch, wide wind range and comfortable flight.

Reduces the weight of the kite and increases performance. Due to the shape and high quality of materials the kite is strong enough even with 3 struts only.

Due to the shape and high quality of materials the kite is strong enough even with 3 struts only.

The Safety system has been improved even further, and the push-away release works in any condition, no matter if wet, sandy, dirty or snowy.

Easy way of inflating the kite quickly with the same pressure throughout the kite.
KITE TECHNOLOGY

DACRON STRUT REINFORCEMENT

Leading edge, struts and trailing edge are reinforced with heavy duty Dacron material for maximum durability and higher abrasion resistance.

TEIJIN TECHNOFORCE™

Most technologically advanced ripstop material for the canopy of the kite. This high density polyester yarn provides for ultra light weight, high tearing strength and long durability. For long durability, Teijin Technoforce™ is coated with UV protection on both sides.

SWIM PROOF PULEYS

Brand new pulleys from Ronstan with higher quality and 100% safety in the open waters. The Pulley has a line going through, so even in the rare case of emergency when the plastic breaks you are still connected with the lines. The kite is 100% safe to ride in open waters.

SPEED PROFILE STRUTS

Learning from the airplane and wing design industry we came up with a special speed profile of the struts. This profile shape increases the speed of the kite rapidly.
The Pro Tour Model is the freestyle machine in CrazyFly’s range. Strong carbon build for extreme loads of pop. Superior flat water weapon.
The Pro Tour is the freestyle machine in CrazyFly’s range. Every detail on this board is developed and designed with freestyle and aggressive riding in mind. Innovative materials of the highest quality are employed - such as carbon and Kevlar - and our focus is on perfectionism. This year the Pro Tour sees extra reinforcement with Kevlar, a high strength/low weight composite material used extensively in the military and space industries.

The Pro Tour is a stiffer board with explosive pop, so that you can really commit and load it for new school freestyle tricks and nail them with ease and style. It offers wide stance options to provide extra stability in difficult landings, and the unique design of the Pro Comp Pads and Straps provides maximum lock in. Complementing the package, Razor fins - with ultra thin profile - enhance speed and ensure early planing.

The Pro Tour also utilizes another technology from the composite materials industry. Spread Tow Carbon Fabric provides more strength at lighter weights than traditional carbon weaves, and spreading the carbon yarn into very thin tapes enables the fabric to be evenly stretched ensuring maximum and consistent strength throughout the board with less weight. We have been working with carbon material for well over 15 years and there is simply no substitute. It’s not all about strength though - our designers have also added a slight layer of aluminum powder on the carbon fabric giving it a fancy sparkle in the sun!

The Pro Tour is not suitable for all riders. It is aimed at pros and at advanced riders who are looking for a stiff board with explosive pop. If you know how to treat it though, it will repay you and take your kiting up to the next level: guaranteed.
The Raptor Pro is one of the most popular boards that we manufacture, primarily due to its all-round appeal. This full carbon freeride and freestyle board has great performance and is a legend in its own time.

How do we do it? Well, the magic combination of full carbon layup and the highest quality CNC shaped 3T wood core creates a dynamic, light and extremely comfortable board. We apply the latest innovations in composite materials which allows us to produce ultra thin, highly flexible and very strong tips. These Flex Tips provide torsion flex for softer landings, and also generate much more pop. What more do you want from your board?

This board is suitable for high performance freeride and can be really pushed hard for powered freestyle tricks. The Raptor Pro is aimed at intermediate, advanced and pro riders who are looking for a high performance board for committed carving and an insane amount of pop for their tricks.

Razor fins with ultra thin profile will further enhance the speed and early planing, and the Raptor Pro also boasts an enviable carbon fiber look, and special 3D metallic colors.

The Raptor Pro comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins.

Another all-around weapon. Super light thanks to carbon construction, playful and poppy under the feet.
The Raptor Pro is one of the most popular boards that we manufacture, primarily due to its all-round appeal. This full carbon freeride and freestyle board has great performance and is a legend in its own time.

How do we do it? Well, the magic combination of full carbon layup and the highest quality CNC shaped 3T wood core creates a dynamic, light and extremely comfortable board. We apply the latest innovations in composite materials which allows us to produce ultra thin, highly flexible and very strong tips. These Flex Tips provide torsion flex for softer landings, and also generate much more pop. What more do you want from your board?

This board is suitable for high performance freeride and can be really pushed hard for powered freestyle tricks. The Raptor Pro is aimed at intermediate, advanced and pro riders who are looking for a high performance board for committed carving and an insane amount of pop for their tricks.

Razor fins with ultra thin profile will further enhance the speed and early planing, and the Raptor Pro also boast an enviable carbon fiber look, and special 3D metallic colors.

The Raptor Pro comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins.
The Raptor LTD has been CrazyFly's top selling board since it first hit the ground. Every aspect of it screams: masterpiece! The simple and clean carbon design, the Gullwing Double Concave shape, and the ultra light weight all conspire to provide unbelievable performance for both freeriders and freestyle.

This Gullwing Double concave shape combines perfectly with the full carbon construction and strong CNC shaped 3T wood core to provide amazing control of flex, stiffness and pop. Plus, due to the shape, the Raptor LTD just eats up chop and eliminates splash. There's also heaps of grip for ripping upwind and for loading up for jumps. And the Flex Tips make the board very comfortable and extremely responsive. They generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings – you can load the Raptor LTD like no other board and it just explodes and pops you up.

The Raptor LTD is a highly refined, popular and very well balanced high performance board with stunning design and an elegant carbon fiber look. You need one of these.

The Raptor LTD comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins with ultra thin profile enhance the speed and promote early planing.

132 x 41
136 x 41
140 x 42

Wow, this board is awesome!!! And Sexy. The double concave bottom shape is the real deal. Extremely light too.
**Raptor Pro LTD**

The Raptor LTD has been CrazyFly’s top selling board since it first hit the ground. Every aspect of it screams: masterpiece! The simple and clean carbon design, the Gullwing Double Concave shape, and the ultra light weight all conspire to provide unbelievable performance for both freeriders and freestyle.

This Gullwing Double concave shape combines perfectly with the full carbon construction and strong CNC shaped 3T wood core to provide amazing control of flex, stiffness and pop. Plus, due to the shape, the Raptor LTD just eats up chop and eliminates splash. There’s also heaps of grip for ripping upwind and for loading up for jumps. And the Flex Tips make the board very comfortable and extremely responsive. They generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings – you can load the Raptor LTD like no other board and it just explodes and pops you up.

The Raptor LTD is a highly refined, popular and very well balanced high performance board with stunning design and an elegant carbon fiber look. You need one of these.

*The Raptor LTD comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins with ultra thin profile enhance the speed and promote early planing.*
The Shox Custom is the ultimate upwind machine. It has quickly climbed up the CrazyFly ranks since we introduced the Double U Concave Bottom shape last year. It's built for freeride, with soft to medium flex for the most comfortable ride imaginable. We only use specially selected wood in the production of the Shox Custom.

The Double U Concave Bottom shape increases the overall all-round abilities of the board. With this shape, the Shox Custom becomes the ultimate chop eater and the upwind performance is staggering. For this year we have upgraded the performance and we have reworked the look slightly. The construction layup ensures the perfect flex, stiffness and pop and offers a fantastic balance between these elements. We have also focused on increasing the flex of the Shox Custom to make it even more comfortable for smooth freeride but still with enough pop for pulling off tricks.

Shox Custom is designed for intermediate and advanced riders looking for a very comfortable freeride board. It comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins with an ultra thin profile to enhance the speed and promote early planing.

With the Shox, you feel like you are riding in butter. Heaps of comfort for freeride even in chops. Beautiful wooden look.
The Shox Custom is the ultimate upwind machine. It has quickly climbed up the CrazyFly ranks since we introduced the Double U Concave Bottom shape last year. It’s built for freeride, with soft to medium flex for the most comfortable ride imaginable. We only use specially selected wood in the production of the Shox Custom.

The Double U Concave Bottom shape increases the overall all-round abilities of the board. With this shape, the Shox Custom becomes the ultimate chop eater and the upwind performance is staggering. For this year we have upgraded the performance and we have reworked the look slightly. The construction layup ensures the perfect flex, stiffness and pop and offers a fantastic balance between these elements. We have also focused on increasing the flex of the Shox Custom to make it even more comfortable for smooth freeride but still with enough pop for pulling off tricks.

Shox Custom is designed for intermediate and advanced riders looking for a very comfortable freeride board.

It comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, a handle and Razor fins with an ultra thin profile to enhance the speed and promote early planing.
Moving with the times, the Bulldozer has its eyes firmly focused on new school freestyle, wakestyle, aggressive riding and on riders who want to truly push the limits of kitesurfing. This board is shaped and constructed to be pushed hard, and it delivers amazing power on the water. This year we've reinforced the Bulldozer's construction with Uni-directional Kevlar throughout the whole length of the board, which can be seen through the transparent finish.

Aside from the Uni-directional Kevlar, the Bulldozer also makes use of Multiaxial Fiber Glass. The Kevlar is a high strength and low weight composite and is used in military and space industries. This construction provides a breathtaking amount of pop without making the board too stiff.

There are also wide stance options, perfectly suited to freestyle and to providing more stability in difficult landings, and the Razor fins with their ultra thin profile enhance the speed and promote early planing. You will also find our Crazy Flex Tips Technology, developed by CrazyFly, which applies new technologies in composite materials and allows us to produce ultra thin tips which are extremely flexible and very strong. Crazy Flex Tips generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings: you can really load up this board for freestyle, and it will repay you with interest on kickers and sliders.

The Bulldozer comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, handle and Razor fins.

We have reworked the Bulldozer this year. It does not feel too stiff and provides the pop you need to nail the tricks.
NEXT GENERATION.

BULLDOZER

Moving with the times, the Bulldozer has its eyes firmly focused on new school freestyle, wakestyle, aggressive riding and on riders who want to truly push the limits of kitesurfing. This board is shaped and constructed to be pushed hard, and it delivers amazing power on the water. This year we’ve reinforced the Bulldozer’s construction with Uni-directional Kevlar throughout the whole length of the board, which can be seen through the transparent finish.

Aside from the Uni-directional Kevlar, the Bulldozer also makes use of Multiaxial Fiber Glass. The Kevlar is a high strength and low weight composite and is used in military and space industries. This construction provides a breathtaking amount of pop without making the board too stiff.

There are also wide stance options, perfectly suited to freestyle and to providing more stability in difficult landings, and the Razor fins with their ultra thin profile enhance the speed and promote early planing. You will also find our Crazy Flex Tips Technology, developed by CrazyFly, which applies new technologies in composite materials and allows us to produce ultra thin tips which are extremely flexible and very strong. Crazy Flex Tips generate much more pop and provide the softest possible landings: you can really load up this board for freestyle, and it will repay you with interest on kickers and sliders.

The Bulldozer comes complete with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II footstraps, handle and Razor fins.
As the name suggests, the Nuke is all about explosive wakestyle riding in parks. It is 100% focusing on powered sliding, hitting kickers and aggressive riding and the Nuke's construction is reinforced with Kevlar to ensure that it is well equipped to take the beating that come with riding in bindings.

The rocker line is designed for better downwind pop, improved pop off wave kickers, and easier high speed landings. The Progressive Flex Tips technology also provide extra whip for load 'n' pop tricks.

Construction wise and you’re looking at 3T Full Wood Core combined with extra layers of Uni-Directional Kevlar and Multiaxial Fiber Glass for bullet proof strength and durability. Additionally, the Nuke is reinforced in the center with Uni-Directional Kevlar for a stronger feel and more dynamic power.

The Nuke comes with two sets of fins – 3 cm and 1.5 cm. It is up to the rider to decide whether to equip the board with 3 cm fins for more grip, or 1.5 slider fins. These offer perfect control of the board when approaching a kicker or slider then, whilst once on the obstacle, you can enjoy all the smoothness of a flat bottom shape. This board is designed to be used with wakeboard bindings only and has many insert positions to fit most bindings.

Loads of pop for massive wakestyle tricks. Strong build to take the beating of riding in parks.
As the name suggests, the Nuke is all about explosive wakestyle riding in parks. It is 100% focusing on powered sliding, hitting kickers and aggressive riding and the Nuke’s construction is reinforced with Kevlar to ensure that it is well equipped to take the beating that come with riding in bindings.

The rocker line is designed for better downwind pop, improved pop off wave kickers, and easier high speed landings. The Progressive Flex Tips technology also provide extra whip for load ‘n’ pop tricks.

Construction wise and you’re looking at 3T Full Wood Core combined with extra layers of Uni-Directional Kevlar and Multiaxial Fiber Glass for bullet proof strength and durability. Additionally, the Nuke is reinforced in the center with Uni-Directional Kevlar for a stronger feel and more dynamic power.

The Nuke comes with two sets of fins - 3 cm and 1.5 cm. It is up to the rider to decide whether to equip the board with 3 cm fins for more grip, or 1.5 slider fins. These offer perfect control of the board when approaching a kicker or slider then, whilst once on the obstacle, you can enjoy all the smoothness of a flat bottom shape. This board is designed to be used with wakeboard bindings only and has many insert positions to fit most bindings.
**GIRLS**

Comfort, style and performance are the building blocks for a functional girl specific board. Our Girl’s Board has always been specially designed for girls - with an appropriate construction and proper adjustments to suit the needs of girl kitesurfers the world over. Features include small S-size straps, optimized stance, girl-specific graphics and balanced flex and pop. Construction wise and we source the finest selection of tip-to-tip CNC Shaped Wood Core, Multi Axial Fiber Glass and ABS Rails to create a great balance of flex, stiffness and pop. A slightly softer flex pattern provides smooth and comfortable riding, soft landings and eats up chop very well. Plus, to add a bit of style, we have used special glitter paint to ensure that your board stands out on the beach.

The Girl’s board is designed for intermediate and advanced riders looking for a comfortable freeride board with enough pop to nail tricks, and is supplied with Dura footpads, Quick Fix II S-size footstraps, a handle and Razor fins.
The Girls Pro board is designed specifically for girl's freestyle competition. It is one of very few high performance girl-specific freestyle boards on the market. Everything on this board is custom tailored for the needs of girl riders, this includes small S-size straps, an optimized stance, girl-specific graphics, as well as a flex and pop engineered with women in mind.

This board is built with a strong CNC shaped 3T wood core and carbon fiber reinforcements - this construction gives the board a lot of pop and makes it very dynamic. Multi axial fiber glass then allows the tips to flex and provides comfortable landings. Pull this all together and you get an amazing board for girls’ freestyle competitions and for aggressive riding, all in a beautifully designed package. (Complete with glitter paint!)

The Girls Pro board is designed for girls who are looking for a high performance freestyle board with a lot of pop that is certain to set them apart from the pack.
CRUISER PRO, LW

LIGHT WIND MACHINE.

Cruiser Pro

The Cruiser was, is, and always will be the ultimate lightwind machine. The name sums it up perfectly: Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the ride even in the lightest winds. But of course, this board can handle a lot more than that... Due to its unique core construction and extremely light layers of carbon, the Cruiser Pro can also be ridden aggressively. The very well balanced medium flex of this board suits intermediate and advanced riders, it rides comfortably in choppy waters and the flat rocker and narrower tips ensure that it is an incredible lightwind board.

The Cruiser has the lightest and strongest wood core in our entire range, which is reinforced with carbon ensuring that the board is very light - even in the bigger sizes.

CRUISER

The Cruiser was, is, and always will be the ultimate lightwind machine. The name sums it up perfectly: Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the ride even in the lightest winds. But of course, this board can handle a lot more than that... Due to its unique core construction and extremely light layers of carbon, the Cruiser Pro can also be ridden aggressively. The very well balanced medium flex of this board suits intermediate and advanced riders, it rides comfortably in choppy waters and the flat rocker and narrower tips ensure that it is an incredible lightwind board.

CRUISER LW

135 x 46
145 x 44
145 x 48
135 x 40
138 x 40
138 x 43
145 x 41
145 x 48
154 x 44
ALLROUND
If you are looking for a high quality kiteboard which performs well, looks cool, and has a very attractive price tag, then the Allround is the board for you. An incredibly comfortable board with soft flex, great upwind ability and a decent amount of pop, the Allround is constructed from three main elements: precisely CNC Shaped 3T Wood Core, Multi Axial Fiber Glass and ABS rails. These three high quality elements enable the board to deliver fantastic performance on the water, and the Allround’s construction is designed to fit a wide range of riders from beginner through to intermediate. For this reason it’s also our most popular board with kiteschools.

SKIM
The strapless set up provides unlimited possibilities for exploring new tricks and stance positions. You can put the fins on, which see the Skim performs very well upwind, even in super lightwind conditions. Or for a nice skatey feel it’s equally happy being ridden without fins. The Skim is also great fun in smaller waves, where you can carve them up or use them as kickers for strapless tricks.
AGILITY AND RESPONSE.

The Taurin is designed for small to medium waves and is also a fun board to play with on lighter wind days. The board is great for both strapped and strapless riding but, due to the increased width and stability, the Taurin is perfectly suited to strapless riding and strapless freestyle. With a fish tail and quad fin set up, the board is also superb for making tighter turns, especially in onshore conditions. It is a fast board with easy control and the fish tail serves to ease the transition from edge to edge and increase the turning ability.

The Takii is the Taurin’s slightly older brother and is better suited to medium and larger waves, as well as bigger riders. It is also a fun board to play with in light winds. This board suits intermediate to advanced riders who are looking to try new tricks and learn new techniques and is intentionally a bit stiffer than the majority of wave boards so that it will hold up to the inevitable beating during this process. It is a fast board with easy control and the fish tail serves to ease the transition from edge to edge and increase the turning ability.

The Thunder is designed for bigger and more powerful waves. It has a rounder tail and a thruster fin set up, and the board offers amazing control when the surf gets a bit bigger and in cross-off conditions. If you want to ride with tons of power in high speed turns with your board under control, then the Thunder is your best choice. The Thunder will get you on to the wave of the day and give you the control that you need to ride it all the way through to the beach.

All three boards are constructed using the latest bamboo wood sandwich construction. The bamboo is preferable to wood due to its weight and elasticity, and is exactly what is needed for superior wave boards. All three boards are supplied with Future fins made in USA, straps and self adhesive EVA pads. It’s your choice whether to wax it or ride with the footpads...

BEN PINE (Taurin 5’8”):
Small-medium size wave destroyer, quad fin setup with fish tail and wider center, quick out the gates, tight and fast pocket rocket, strapped or strapless, explosive performance with super tough build.

PECHI (Takii 6’0”):
Great for medium to larger waves, quick and responsive. Perfect lighter wind toy with wider center. Amazing for strapless freestyle tricks. Love the bamboo finish.

PECHI (Thunder 6’2”):
Speedy stick for large waves. Nice and smooth turns due to round tail. Predictable and under control. Super strong build for hardcore wave action.
AGILITY AND RESPONSE.

TAURIN 5’8”
The Taurin is designed for small to medium waves and is also a fun board to play with on lighter wind days. The board is great for both strapped and strapless riding but, due to the increased width and stability, the Taurin is perfectly suited to strapless riding and strapless freestyle. With a fish tail and quad fin setup, the board is also superb for making tighter turns, especially in onshore conditions. It is a fast board with easy control and the fish tail serves to ease the transition from edge to edge and increase the turning ability.

TAKII 6’0”
The Takii is the Taurin’s slightly older brother and is better suited to medium and larger waves, as well as bigger riders. It is also a fun board to play with in light winds. This board suits intermediate to advanced riders who are looking to try new tricks and learn new techniques and is intentionally a bit stiffer than the majority of wave boards so that it will hold up to the inevitable beating during this process. It is a fast board with easy control and the fish tail serves to ease the transition from edge to edge and increase the turning ability.

THUNDER 6’2”
The Thunder is designed for bigger and more powerful waves. It has a rounder tail and a thruster fin setup, and the board offers amazing control when the surf gets a bit bigger and in cross-off conditions. If you want to ride with tons of power in high speed turns with your board under control, then the Thunder is your best choice. The Thunder will get you on to the wave of the day and give you the control that you need to ride it all the way through to the beach.

All three boards are constructed using the latest bamboo wood sandwich construction. The bamboo is preferable to wood due to its weight and elasticity, and is exactly what is needed for superior wave boards. All three boards are supplied with Future fins made in USA, straps and self adhesive EVA pads. It’s your choice whether to wax it or ride with the footpads...
A revolutionary innovation in carbon fabric manufacturing. This brand new carbon weave brings more strength and lighter weight compared to traditional carbon weave.

Based on our ten years of experience in building high quality kiteboards with top performance, we simply believe that carbon fibers are irreplaceable. Carbon fibers are ultra light and at the same time extremely strong.

Extremely durable pads produced from highest quality EVA material. Layers of EVA create softest cushion under heel. There are no dents under heels even after years of riding.

Pro Comp Pads and Straps provide maximum lock in. These bindings create a feeling of riding in wakeboard bindings, but still offer the possibility to pull out your feet in difficult situations.
A revolutionary innovation in carbon fabric manufacturing. This brand new carbon weave brings more strength and lighter weight compared to traditional carbon weave.

Based on our ten years of experience in building high quality kiteboards with top performance, we simply believe that carbon fibers are irreplaceable. Carbon fibers are ultra light and at the same time extremely strong.

Kevlar is a high strength and low weight composite material widely used in military and space industries. This high-tech material provides extra strength for the boards, which are designed to take the beating of learning new freestyle and wakestyle tricks.

Gullwing Double concave shape provides amazing control for cutting powered turns and anyone can feel like a Pro in making transitions. This shape offers much more grip for upwind, difficult landings and generates more power when loading a jump.

Core is one of the most essential elements in every kiteboard, therefore we choose only finest selection wood cores for all CrazyFly kiteboards. To have precisely shaped cores of highest quality we are using a CNC machine to cut the outline and drill holes of all cores.

Vibra Kill system damps the shocks from water and vibration of the board during riding. It makes the ride smoother and saves your knees.
CrazyFly Kiteboarding has started a new project called Kiteboarding For Children.

With every purchase of CrazyFly kite or kiteboard, you will donate 1 or 2 EUR to children in age between 0-18 years old.

On the www.kiteboardingforchildren.com, you can donate any amount preferred via online credit card payment.

All the money raised from this project will be sent to Savio o.z. www.savio.sk

CrazyFly Kiteboarding will not keep any money or administration fees of the Kiteboarding For Children project.

Savio o.z. will re-distribute the funds to places where they are needed most, mainly for schools in Africa. Education is one of the best things we can give to these kids.

All kiteboarding brands, shops or schools are invited to join this project with CrazyFly Kiteboarding and donate any amount per each sold unit.

Kiteboarding is an amazing sport and kiteboarders are wonderful people. It is time to take the next step forward, unite and help.

Thank you
Jozef Bukovcak jr.
Sales manager at CrazyFly Kiteboarding and manager of Kiteboarding For Children project
CrazyFly Kiteboarding has started a new project called Kiteboarding For Children. With every purchase of CrazyFly kite or kiteboard, you will donate 1 or 2 EUR to children in age between 0-18 years old. On the www.kiteboardingforchildren.com, you can donate any amount preferred via online credit card payment. All the money raised from this project will be sent to Savio o.z. www.savio.sk. CrazyFly Kiteboarding will not keep any money or administration fees of the Kiteboarding For Children project. Savio o.z. will redistribute the funds to places where they are needed most, mainly for schools in Africa. Education is one of the best things we can give to these kids. All kiteboarding brands, shops or schools are invited to join this project with CrazyFly Kiteboarding and donate any amount per each sold unit. THANK YOU. Kiteboarding is an amazing sport and kiteboarders are wonderful people. It is time to take the next step forward, unite and help. Thank you Jozef Bukovcak jr. Sales manager at CrazyFly Kiteboarding and manager of Kiteboarding For Children project.
**NUKE**

- **Model:** Pro Tour Model
- **Construction:**
  - Bottom Shape: Concave
  - Scoop Rocker: Speed
  - Riding Style: New School, Freestyle
- **Size:**
  - 34 cm: 13.5"
  - 37 cm: 14.5"
  - 38 cm: 15"
  - 40 cm: 15.5"
  - 41 cm: 16"
  - 42 cm: 16.5"
  - 46 cm: 18"
  - 50 cm: 19.5"
- **Flex:** Very Stiff
- **Straps:** PRO COMP
- **Pads:** PRO COMP
- **Fins:** 5 cm RAZOR FINS
- **Core:** 3T Full Wood Core
- **Construction:** Spread Tow Carbon, Kevlar

**RAPTOR PRO**

- **Model:** Raptor Pro Ltd
- **Construction:**
  - Bottom Shape: Concave
  - Scoop Rocker: Speed
  - Riding Style: Freestyle, Freeride
  - Size: 132 x 41, 136 x 41, 140 x 42
- **Flex:** Medium, Crazy Flex Tips
- **Straps:** QUICKFIX II LTD
- **Pads:** DURA PADS
- **Fins:** 5 cm RAZOR FINS
- **Core:** 3T Full Wood Core
- **Stiffness:** 750
- **Stance:** 38 / 42 / 46 cm
- **Weight:** 2.1 kg

**SHOX CUSTOM**

- **Model:** Shox Custom
- **Construction:**
  - Bottom Shape: Concave
  - Scoop Rocker: High Speed
  - Riding Style: Freeride
  - Size: 132 x 41, 133 x 43, 136 x 41
- **Flex:** Medium
- **Straps:** QUICKFIX II
- **Pads:** DURA PADS
- **Fins:** 5 cm RAZOR FINS
- **Core:** 3T Full Wood Core
- **Stiffness:** 700
- **Stance:** 38 / 42 / 46 cm
- **Weight:** 2.5 kg

**BULLDOZER**

- **Model:** Bulldozer
- **Construction:**
  - Bottom Shape: Concave
  - Scoop Rocker: Speed
  - Riding Style: New School, Freestyle, Aggressive Riding
  - Size: 130 x 41, 135 x 41, 140 x 42
- **Flex:** Medium, Crazy Flex Tips
- **Straps:** QUICKFIX II
- **Pads:** DURA PADS
- **Fins:** 5 cm RAZOR FINS
- **Core:** 3T Full Wood Core
- **Stiffness:** 600
- **Stance:** 42 / 46 / 50 cm
- **Weight:** 2.6 kg

**RIDER**

- **Model:** Rider
- **Construction:**
  - Bottom Shape: Concave
  - Scoop Rocker: Speed
  - Riding Style: Freestyle, Freeride
  - Size: 132 x 39, 136 x 41, 140 x 42
- **Flex:** Very Stiff
- **Straps:** PRO COMP
- **Pads:** PRO COMP
- **Fins:** 5 cm RAZOR FINS
- **Core:** 3T Full Wood Core
- **Stiffness:** 1000
- **Stance:** 38 / 42 / 46 cm
- **Weight:** 2.5 kg
ALLROUND

SIZE: 135x40
WEIGHT: 2.5 kg
STIFFNESS: 520
STANCE: 38 / 40 cm

SIZE: 138x40 138x43
WEIGHT: 2.6 kg 2.9 kg
STIFFNESS: 470 520
STANCE: 38 / 40 cm

SIZE: 145x44
WEIGHT: 2.8 kg 3.0 kg 3.3 kg
STIFFNESS: 420 490 550
STANCE: 38 / 40 cm

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: QUICKFIX II
PADS: DURA PADS
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: FIBER GLASS
BOTTOM SHAPE: FLAT
SCOOP ROCKER: ALLROUND
RIDING STYLE: FREERIDE

CRUISER PRO

SIZE: 135x46 145x44 145x48
WEIGHT: 2.6 kg 2.9 kg 3.2 kg
STIFFNESS: 900 600 770
STANCE: 38 / 42 cm

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: QUICKFIX II
PADS: DURA PADS
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: FULL CARBON
BOTTOM SHAPE: FLAT
SCOOP ROCKER: SPEED
RIDING STYLE: FREERIDE

CRUISER LW

SIZE: 154x44
WEIGHT: 3.5 kg
STIFFNESS: 600
STANCE: 37 / 41 cm

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: QUICKFIX II
PADS: DURA PADS
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: FIBER GLASS
BOTTOM SHAPE: FLAT
SCOOP ROCKER: SPEED
RIDING STYLE: FREERIDE

GIRLS PRO

SIZE: 122x39
WEIGHT: 2.5 kg
STIFFNESS: 670
STANCE: 38 / 42 cm

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
PADS: DURA PADS
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
BOTTOM SHAPE: CONCAVE
SCOOP ROCKER: MEDIUM
RIDING STYLE: GIRLS FREESTYLE

GIRLS

SIZE: 127x38
WEIGHT: 2.3 kg
STIFFNESS: 580
STANCE: 34 / 38 cm

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
PADS: DURA PADS
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: FIBER GLASS
BOTTOM SHAPE: CONCAVE
SCOOP ROCKER: MEDIUM
RIDING STYLE: FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

SKIM

SIZE: 135x48
WEIGHT: 2.7 kg
STIFFNESS: 530
STANCE: -

FLEX: MEDIUM
STRAPS: NO
PADS: SELF STICKING EVA
FINS: 5 cm RAZOR FINS
CORE: 3T FULL WOOD CORE
CONSTRUCTION: FIBER GLASS
BOTTOM SHAPE: FLAT
SCOOP ROCKER: SPEED
RIDING STYLE: FREERIDE, FREESTYLE
BOARD SELECTOR

**PRO TOUR MODEL**

- **Riding Style:** Freestyle / Freeride
- **Level of Riding:** Beginner / Advanced / Expert
- **Wind Conditions:** Light / Medium / Strong
- **Weight of Rider:** 70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg
- **Flex:** Soft / Medium / Stiff
- **Price Level:**

**RAPTOR PRO LTD**

- **Riding Style:**
- **Level of Riding:**
- **Wind Conditions:**
- **Weight of Rider:**
- **Flex:**
- **Price Level:**

**RAPTOR PRO**

- **Riding Style:**
- **Level of Riding:**
- **Wind Conditions:**
- **Weight of Rider:**
- **Flex:**
- **Price Level:**
SHOX CUSTOM

PRICE LEVEL:
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

RIDING STYLE:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

LEVEL OF RIDING:
70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

FLEX:

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

CRUISER PRO

PRICE LEVEL:
WAVE

RIDING STYLE:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

LEVEL OF RIDING:
70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

FLEX:

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

CRUISER LW

PRICE LEVEL:
ALLROUND

RIDING STYLE:
WAVE

LEVEL OF RIDING:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
5'8'' / 6'0'' / 6'2''

FLEX:

PRICE LEVEL:

SKIM

PRICE LEVEL:

RIDING STYLE:
WAVE

LEVEL OF RIDING:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
70 Kg / 80 Kg / 90 Kg

FLEX:

PRICE LEVEL:

WAVE

RIDING STYLE:
WAVE

LEVEL OF RIDING:
BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:
LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:
5'8'' / 6'0'' / 6'2''

FLEX:

PRICE LEVEL:
KITE SELECTOR

SCULP

WIND RANGE (knots)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5m</th>
<th>7m</th>
<th>8m</th>
<th>9m</th>
<th>10m</th>
<th>11m</th>
<th>12m</th>
<th>13m</th>
<th>14m</th>
<th>15m</th>
<th>17m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-45</td>
<td>18-40</td>
<td>16-35</td>
<td>14-34</td>
<td>13-30</td>
<td>11-28</td>
<td>10-26</td>
<td>9-24</td>
<td>8-20</td>
<td>7-16</td>
<td>6-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SLASH

WIND RANGE (knots)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5m</th>
<th>7m</th>
<th>9m</th>
<th>11m</th>
<th>13m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-45</td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>16-35</td>
<td>12-30</td>
<td>10-25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOOII

WIND RANGE (knots)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7m</th>
<th>9m</th>
<th>11m</th>
<th>13m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-36</td>
<td>14-32</td>
<td>11-28</td>
<td>8-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>